WAYS TO PLAY

LEADERSHIP JOURNEYS

Coaching and conscious leadership programs to shift your relationship
to yourself, others, and the system as a whole.

EMERGE

A 9-month
Founder/CEO
Peer Group

WHO: Founders & CEO’s interested in scaling their leadership to keep pace with their scaling
business, with peer guidance and an environment of accountability and support.

WHAT: A next paradigm leadership lab.
•Virtual 90-minute sessions every 3 weeks, led by the founding members of Emergent
Playbook.
•Sessions will have a mix of peer feedback, model exploration, embodied experiences and
individual spotlighting.
•We will wrap up with a full, day in-person session in Colorado at the end of the program.
•Meeting space and meals are included, and you will be responsible for travel & lodging
expenses.

WHY: Being a founder or CEO can be lonely at times. By joining a group of your peers, you will
have the opportunity to move from isolation into connection and write your personalized
Playbook for how you will lead your organization into its next phase of development.

INTERESTED? Email us at info@emergentplaybook.com and we will set up an initial call.

EMERGENT PLAYBOOK

Emergent Playbook is a team of change-makers who invite you to join us in reimagining leadership for the complex world we share.
We provide organizations with coaching, culture and community that seed a new way for humans to do work.

WAYS TO PLAY

LEADERSHIP JOURNEYS

ELEVATING
CONSCIOUS
LEADERSHIP

A 6-month
Learning Journey

WHO: Managers, Directors and VPs interested in deepening their understanding of their leadership
strengths, potential blind spots and dormant leadership potential ready to be realized.

WHAT: An interactive, 6-month online journey for visionary leaders seeking a different way to live

and work with purpose. This is your chance to truly know yourself, bring humanity back to the
workplace, and have ripple effects across families and the communities we impact. Through this
interactive online journey you will engage in deep work individually and as a group. We are in
the midst of an evolution in both work and the world. Join us and be part of the shift. Conscious
leadership is critical in our complex and uncertain times. Elevating Conscious Leadership is an
immersive experience that fosters experimentation, self-awareness, and presence. The online
journey will be supported by 1:1 or small group coaching with founding members of Emergent
Playbook.

WHY: Many times we are thrown into leadership roles with little or no fundamental preparation and

are left to sink or swim. This program equips you with a solid foundation of leadership basics
including subtler self-awareness, increased presence, improved emotional intelligence, capacity
to build trust and effectively address conflict in a timely manner.

INTERESTED? Email us at info@emergentplaybook.com and we will set up an initial call.

PRESENCE IN
UNCERTAIN
TIMES
A 12-Week
Online Learning
Journey for Teams

WHO: For intact teams or cohorts of leaders within organizations experiencing intense market disruption
and change.

WHAT: Weekly 60 minute, facilitated online sessions.
WHY: In the face of uncertainty we often double down on what has worked in the past or spin our

wheels trying to anticipate what the future will look like. These sessions build your team’s capacity
to be adaptive and responsive to the unknown vs. being reactive and anchored in fear. The
journey will take you through a process that transforms chaos and uncertainty from something to
be feared to something that will become your team’s super power. This inquiry also invites you
to awaken your capacity to sense, notice and trust your innate capacity to intuit a way forward
when all pathways ahead seem to be blocked. We blend experiential and theoretical learning
with weekly opportunities for reflection and sharing. Your team will emerge from these sessions
more connected, receptive and equipped to effectively navigate these uncertain times.

INTERESTED? Email us at info@emergentplaybook.com and we will set up an initial call.

EMERGENT PLAYBOOK

Emergent Playbook is a team of change-makers who invite you to join us in reimagining leadership for the complex world we share.
We provide organizations with coaching, culture and community that seed a new way for humans to do work.

WAYS TO PLAY

ORGANIZATIONAL SHIFTS
Custom programs designed to generate collective capacity,
strengthen connections, and evolve your organization.

CUSTOMIZED
SHIFT

WHO: Organizations interested in honestly assessing, reimagining and transforming their
strategy and culture.

WHAT: Custom designed, interactive, highly engaging consulting projects that support
leadership teams and organizations in:
•Understanding their current strategy and culture
•Updating mission, vision and values
•Seeing, appreciating and leveraging current strengths & opportunities
•Shining light on potential blind spots or threats that are limiting the company’s potential
•Evolving the strategy and culture to realize the desired impact
•Engaging the whole company in a co-creative process to bring the vision to life

WHY: Imagine for a moment that you are a highly successful leader in a company, whose entire

industry is being turned upside down by a disruptive technology, rendering everything you
know to be obsolete. Can you feel the angst in your body? Can you feel the urge to ignore
it or forcefully trying to rid yourself of it to no avail? Come learn how to genuinely delight
in disturbance and disruption not as threats, but as the ultimate catalysts of realizing your
untapped potential. Surface innovative ideas you would have missed had this disruption
not come to visit you now.

INTERESTED? Email us at info@emergentplaybook.com and we will set up an initial call.

EMERGENT PLAYBOOK

Emergent Playbook is a team of change-makers who invite you to join us in reimagining leadership for the complex world we share.
We provide organizations with coaching, culture and community that seed a new way for humans to do work.

WAYS TO PLAY

EXPERIENTIAL RETREATS

Deep dives of contemplation, somatic work and community
to help you accelerate and sustain change.

CUSTOM
PROGRAMS

WHO: Teams (Executive, BOD, functional, cross functional) interested in transforming their individual
and collective capacity to communicate, collaborate and perform effectively in the face of
any disruptions or challenges and deepen self-awareness and presence.

WHAT: We offer custom designed leadership team retreats focused on supporting you in identifying

and aligning on your individual and team strengths, potential blind spots, internal challenges
and external opportunities and threats you want to address. We then support you in charting
your course forward collectively as a team, and individually.

WHY: This journey will equip you and your team with the capacity to:
•Communicate more effectively by seeking to understand others first, welcoming opposing
points of view, and listening until others feel heard
•Embracing conflict and frustration with open, curious, appreciation
•Cultivate the patience, persistence, playfulness and presence required to sustain yourselves
each step along your journey
•Relax your minds, open your hearts and awaken your intuitive guidance to be more effective,
fully integrated human beings and leaders
•Risk being vulnerable and real with each other
Join us and dare to access, trust and realize the dormant potential that resides within you!

INTERESTED? Email us at info@emergentplaybook.com and we will set up an initial call.

EMERGENT PLAYBOOK

Emergent Playbook is a team of change-makers who invite you to join us in reimagining leadership for the complex world we share.
We provide organizations with coaching, culture and community that seed a new way for humans to do work.

